Create a Safer Workplace at Your Public Sector Agency
No Matter What Course COVID-19 Takes, U-Pass™, the Fully Integrated, Secure
Digital Pass, Helps Make Your Workplace Safer

As you settle on the right safety measures for your public
sector agency’s in-person workplace, you are confronted by
uncertainty. Vaccinations may or may not be required for
employees and citizens who enter the agency workplace.
COVID-19 cases are declining. Variants are emerging.
Boosters may or may not be required. Even when the
endemic replaces the pandemic, concerns may linger on all
sides – management, employees, and the citizens they serve.
You can’t predict the course that COVID-19 will take, but you
know you must try to provide services as safely as possible.
Why?
• Many citizens need to access your agency’s services in
person
• Millions of jobs cannot be performed from home
• Even employees who work remotely can have difficulty
collaborating
• Tacit knowledge – the kind that comes from imitation,
emulation, and apprenticeship – is jeopardized by virtual
work

• Some employees find remote work to be isolating, to the
detriment of morale
• Leaders are challenged to cultivate a unifying culture
among remote employees
• Many worry that problems – e.g., employee dissatisfaction
– are hard to detect in time to remedy – especially
worrisome today when employee retention is a significant
challenge for many agencies
You need your employees – some, many, or all – in the
workplace to fulfill your mission and serve citizens. To do
so safely, you need to have proper controls in place. Unisys
U-Pass™ Digital Pass helps make that control possible.

Your work is essential. To serve citizens, people in
your agency need to work together in person. U-Pass
Digital Pass helps you do so safely.

How U-Pass Works - The Basics

How Your Agency Will Benefit

With U-Pass, you can easily verify incoming employees
against a variety of criteria and credentials while tying
those results to your physical access systems. Its
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) delivery model requires no
additional hardware or software for you to deploy and
maintain. You can validate test results (pass/fail) on
the spot and keep the appropriate records on returning
individuals to ensure a safer environment.

Near Real-Time Testing: When/if frequent testing mandates
are in effect, testing needs to be rapid with results in
minutes before employees or citizens gain access. U-Pass
healthcare partners provide near real-time testing results on
the spot—not days or weeks later.

By tying individual test results and vaccination status to
access control, U-Pass lets you ensure that only individuals
authorized by you gain access to your workplace. You gain
peace of mind about the health and safety of individuals
while employing a process that removes friction for the
individuals involved.

We’re living in a
world of COVID-19
uncertainty, pressure
for in-person services,
and concerns about
retaining talented
resources. U-Pass helps
your agency offer your
employees and the
citizens they serve a
safer environment.

Inside the Workplace Safeguards: You can integrate thermal
camera readings into U-Pass to instantly detect atypical
temperatures and deny access to individuals above a
specified threshold. In addition, all who enter your facility
can be provided with an always-in-place wearable monitor for
the same purpose.
Access Control: No matter how many tests are performed,
your facilities are at risk unless each positive-testing
individual is automatically denied access to facilities.
U-Pass allows you to integrate testing with modern building
management, badge scanning, and lock systems. A positive
test can result in automatic denial of access and a medical
referral and quarantine advisory.
Privacy Protection: Matters of health raise privacy issues
and call for the highest levels of security. The U-Pass
solution was designed with security and privacy in mind,
particularly HIPAA and GDPR compliance.
Rapid Time to Value: U-Pass features a highly scalable SaaS
back end and a web and mobile user app front-end. With no
additional hardware or software needed, it can be in use at
your organization in as quickly as two weeks.
Full Integration with Existing Systems: U-Pass integrates
smoothly with your current systems to ensure that you gain
situational awareness of COVID-19-related matters, full
visibility into trends, and the ability to adapt your approach
to comply with applicable government regulations.

To learn how you can easily put U-Pass into operation, visit www.unisys.com/u-pass/.
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